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Hypocretin and Melanin-
Concentrating Hormone in Patients 

with Huntington disease 

To evaluate whether hypocretin-1 (orexin-A) and melanin-concentrating 
hormone (MCH) neurotransmission are affected in patients with 
Huntington disease (HD), we immunohistochemically stained 
hypocretin and MCH neurons and estimated their total numbers in 
the lateral hypothalamus of both HD patients and matched controls. 
In addition, hypocretin-1 levels were determined in prefrontal cortical 
tissue and post-mortem ventricular cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using a 
radioimmunoassay. 
The total number of hypocretin-1 neurons was significantly reduced 
by 30% in HD brains (p=0.015), while the total number of MCH 
neurons was not significantly altered (p=0.100). Levels of hypocretin-1 
were 33% lower in the prefrontal cortex of HD patients (p=0.025), but 
ventricular CSF levels were similar to control values (p=0.306). Neuronal 
intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions of mutant huntingtin were 
present in all HD hypothalami, although with a variable distribution 
across different hypothalamic structures. 
We found a specific reduction in hypocretin signalling in patients with 
HD as MCH cell number was not significantly affected. It remains to be 
shown whether the moderate decrease in hypocretin neurotransmission 
could contribute to clinical symptoms. As the number of MCH 
expressing neurons was not affected, alterations in MCH signalling are 
unlikely to have clinical effects in HD patients.

Introduction

huntington disease (hD) is an autosomal dominant progressive neurodegenerative 
disorder caused by an expanded CaG trinucleotide repeat in the It15 gene 

on chromosome 4. Choreiform movements, psychiatric and behavioural problems 
and cognitive impairment characterize hD.1 Other debilitating but less well-known 
features of the disease are weight loss, sleep disturbances and autonomic nervous system 
dysfunction,2 the causes of which are poorly understood. hD is neuropathologically 
characterized by generalized atrophy and cell death in the striatum and cerebral 
cortex and the presence of neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions of mutant 
huntingtin, particularly in the neocortex and neostriatum.3,4 Substantial hypothalamic 
atrophy and cell death have also been reported,3-7 however, the presence of hD inclusions 
has not been investigated so far in different hypothalamic structures. 

Context

Methods

results

Conclusion
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hypocretin/orexin and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCh) are neuropeptides that 
are synthesized in the lateral hypothalamus by two distinct neuronal populations.8-10 
These neuropeptides both play a key role in the regulation of body energy metabolism, 
sleep-wake cycles and autonomic functions.8,11-13 Moreover, recent animal studies 
implicate the MCh system in the modulation of several behavioural modalities, most 
notably stress, depression and sexual behaviour.8,14 a relation has also been demonstrated 
between hypocretin release and some psychiatric symptoms.15,16 potential alterations in 
hypocretin and/or MCh signalling might thus contribute to some symptoms in hD 
patients, particularly weight loss, sleep disturbances and autonomic dysfunction as well 
as some behavioural disorders like increased rates of depression and anxiety in these 
subjects.1

recently, it was demonstrated that the r6/2 mouse, the most widely used model of 
hD that expresses the first exon of the hD gene with ~150 CaG repeats, exhibits a 
progressive and massive loss of hypocretin-1 immunopositive neurons in the lateral 
hypothalamic area.17 This loss amounted to 71% at the end stage (12 weeks) and was 
accompanied by loss of neuronal nuclear antigen (neun)-immunopositive neurons.17 
On the other hand, the yaC128 mouse model of hD with the full-length mutant hD 
gene with ~120 CaG repeats, shows a 10% loss of hypocretin-1 immunopositive neurons 
at 12 months.18 Furthermore, MCh cell number was reported to be decreased by 38% 
in the hypothalamus of twelve week old r6/2 mice, while MCh peptide levels were 
reduced by 57%.19 atrophy and a decreased density of hypocretin-1 expressing neurons 
in single coronal sections from the lateral hypothalamus have also been observed in hD 
patients.17 nevertheless, four recent papers reported normal hypocretin-1 concentrations 
in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of hD patients.18,20-22

In order to validate and extend the above findings in patients with hD we applied a four-
way approach. First, we estimated the total numbers of both hypocretin-1 and MCh 
expressing neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of hD patients and matched controls. 
This allowed testing for the specificity of potential changes in the neuronal numbers. 
Second, we measured hypocretin-1 levels in post-mortem ventricular CSF because this 
could better reflect hypocretin-1 production than spinal measurements.23,24 Third, 
hypocretin-1 contents in peptide extracts from cerebral cortex were assessed, since this 
has been shown to be a more sensitive technique compared to CSF measurements.24,25 
and finally, we also investigated various hypothalamic regions, including the lateral 
hypothalamus, for the presence of neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions.

Materials and methods

Post-mortem material
autopsy hypothalami from eight hD patients and eight controls (matched for age, 
sex, post-mortem delay and fixation time) were obtained through the netherlands 
Brain Bank (nBB). Ventricular CSF was available in 7 of these hD patients and one 
of the controls; therefore CSF from six additional controls (matched for age, sex and 
post-mortem delay) was used for comparison (table 3.1). Frozen prefrontal cortical 
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tissue from a second group of 19 hD patients and 16 controls was obtained through 
the Leiden university Medical Centre hD pathology archives (table 3.2). hD brains 
were graded according to the scheme of Vonsattel et al. for neuropathological disease 
severity.4 all hD patients had clinical features and a positive family history of the 
disease; one patient (#1; table 3.2) had infantile hD and was studied separately as 
there are indications that infantile and classical hD may differ neuropathologically.26 
The diagnosis of hD was genetically confirmed (i.e. CaG repeat lengths ≥ 40) in all 
but one of these patients (#hD-8, table 3.1). however, the latter patient’s brain showed 
hD pathology grade II and the presence of neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic 
inclusions combined with a positive family history of the disease further consolidated 
the diagnosis. exclusion criteria for control subjects were primary neurological and/
or psychiatric disorders and glucocorticoid therapy during the final premortal illness 

Table 1: Clinicopathological details of HD patients and control subjects used for neuronal cell counts and hypocretin-1
measurements in ventricular CSF.

a) Hypothalamic material from these controls was available for Hcrt-1 and/or MCH immunohistochemistry.
b) Ventricular CSF from these controls was available for Hcrt-1 radioimmunoassay.

Legend: Fix = fixation time, PMD = post-mortem delay, Grade = Vonsattel et al’s grade, N.A. = not available. Hcrt-1,
hypocretin-1.

Sex Age
(yrs)

Age
of
onset
(yrs)

PMD
(h)

Fix
(d)

Brain
weight
(g)

Grade CAG
repeat
length

Cause of death MCH
cell no.

Hcrt-1
cell no.

Hcrt-1
levels in
CSF
(pg/ml)

HD-1 M 57 42 07:30 53 1162 3-4 46 Cachexia 76987 42088 536
HD-2 F 50 35 05:40 55 1292 2-3 47 Pneumonia N.A. 24022 595
HD-3 M 79 54 06:15 34 1001 4 44 Pneumonia and sepsis 75652 29890 422
HD-4 F 67 56 06:05 41 1289 1 45 Unknown 102436 50863 531
HD-5 M 49 40 05:45 49 1122 3 54 Cachexia secondary

to pneumonia.
N.A. 20448 468

HD-6 F 80 58 07:15 49 906 2 41 Pneumonia 76620 36023 404
HD-7 M 61 39 10:25 48 1380 3 43 Pneumonia 77846 27880 481

Patients

HD-8 M 54 41 03:50 80 1212 2 - Sudden death N.A. 42569 N.A.
Median
Percentile
25th:
75th:

59.0

51.0
76.0

41.5

39.3
55.5

6:10

5:41
7:26

49.0

42.8
54.5

1187.0

1031.3
1291.3

- 45.0

43.0
47.0

76987

76136
90141

32957

24987
42449

C-1a M 58 - <17:00 96 1408 - - Aorta dissection 77237 49105 N.A.

C-2a F 49 - <13:30 165 1437 - - Metastasized cervix
carcinoma.

89347 56250 N.A.

C-3a M 79 - <3:00 53 1435 - - Haemorrhage from
leaking aorta
prosthesis

84652 36231 N.A.

C-4a F 68 - 05:45 32 1153 - - Unknown N.A. 52900 N.A.

C-5a M 49 - <12:40 40 1404 - - Sudden death 118604 54638 N.A.

C-6a,b F 82 - 05:30 36 1280 - - Myocardial infarction N.A. 60972 409

C-7a M 61 - 13:50 52 2220 - - Carcinoma of the
oesophagus

94776 27912 N.A.

C-8a M 54 - <08:00 59 1350 - - Hepatocellular
carcinoma

86792 53216 N.A.

C-9b M 56 - 5:25 - 1522 - - Cardiac infarction N.A. N.A. 536

C-10b F 51 - 7:40 - 1156 - - Sepsis N.A. N.A. 640

C-11b M 79 - 6:00 - 1392 - - Mestastasized
adenocarcinoma

N.A. N.A. 631

C-12b F 69 - 4:20 - 1186 - - Heart failure N.A. N.A. 549

C-13b M 53 - 14:25 - 1341 - - Heart failure N.A. N.A. 581

Controls

C-14b M 61 - 12:05 - 1460 - - Heart failure N.A. N.A. 336
Group a:
Median
Percentiles
25th:
75th:

59.5

50.3
76.3

10:20

5:33
13:45

52.5

37.0
86.8

1406.0

1297.5
1436.5

88070

82798
100733

53058

39450
55847

-

Group b:
Median
Percentiles
25th:
75th:

61.0

53.0
79.0

6:00

5:25
12:05

- 1341.0

1186.0
1460.0

- -
549.0

409.0
631.0

Table 3.1 Clinicopathological details of hD patients and control subjects used for 
neuronal cell counts and hypocretin-1 measurements in ventricular CSF.
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period, except two controls who had suffered strokes and were used for prefrontal cortex 
hypocretin-1 measurements (#C-4 and #C-14; table 3.2).

Table 2. Clinicopathological data of subjects used for hypocretin brain tissue measurement.
subject no. Age Sex Grade CAG Cause of death Hcrt-1

Tissue content (pg/g)
1a 19 F 3 86 Cachexia 1097
2 34 M 3 52 Unknown 389
3 40 F 3 41 Suicide 530
4 44 M N.A. 50 Pneumonia 343
5 45 M 4 53 Recurrent aspiration

pneumonia
198

6 49 M 3 47 Respiratory insufficiency 743
7 51 M 3 46 Bronchopneumonia 360
8 51 M 3 45 Unknown 584
9 53 F 2 47 Pulmonary embolism 511
10 54 M 3 43 Pneumonia 198
11 55 F 3 47 Metast. Grawitz tumor 617
12 57 F 3 43 Pulmonary embolism 278
13 57 M 4 49 Bronchopneumonia 275
14 57 M 3 47 Unknown 665
15 63 F 3 43 Basilar artery thrombosis 1066
16 66 F 3 41 Squamous cell lung

carcinoma
443

17 69 F 2 42 Aspiration pneumonia 725
18 75 M 3 43 Unknown 302

HD

19 77 M 3 39 Bronchopneumonia 376
Median 54.5 3.0 45.5 416.4
Percentiles
(25th – 75 th)

48.0 – 63.8 2.5 – 3.0 42.8 – 47.5 295.8 – 629.4

1 37 M - - Myocardial infarction 996
2 46 M - - Cardiac arhythmia 364
3 48 M - - Myocardial infarction 665
4 52 M - - Stroke 688
5 60 F - - Pneumonia 433
6 63 F - - Leptomeningeal metastasis 737
7 64 M - - Myocardial infarction 1368
8 67 F - - Aortic Dissection 858
9 68 M - - Pneumonia 697
10 70 M - - Metastasized carcinoma 1282
11 71 M - - Cardiomyopathy 573
12 74 M - - Metastasized carcinoma 243
13 76 M - - Aortic Dissection 638
14 79 F - - Stroke 892
15 83 M - - Leptomeningeal metastasis 358

Controls

16 86 M - - Myocardial infarction 570
Median 67.5 676.6
Percentiles
(25th – 75 th)

54.0 -75.5 467.5-883.9

a) This patient had juvenile HD and was therefore excluded from subsequent analyses.
Legend: Grade = Vonsattel et al’s grade, CAG = CAG repeat length, Hcrt-1, hypocretin-1, N.A. = not available.

Table 3.2 Clinicopathological data of subjects used for hypocretin brain tissue 
measurement.
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Hypocretin-1 and MCH immunohistochemistry
The hypothalami were fixed in 10% pBS (ph 7.4) formalin at room temperature and 
were paraffin embedded and serially sectioned at 6 μm in rostro-caudal direction. every 
100th section was stained with thionin for orientation. The lateral hypothalamus, from 
the level where the fornix abuts the paraventricular nucleus up to the posterior border 
of the corpora mamillaria, was stained at 600 μm intervals in every two consecutive 
sections. One of the sections was stained with a hypocretin-1 and the other with a 
MCh monoclonal antibody (phoenix pharmaceuticals, Inc., Belmont, Ca; catalog no. 
h-003-30 and h-070-47, respectively). The sections were visualized according to the 
avidin-biotin complex method using diaminobenzidine-nickel solution to finish the 
staining as described previously.27 

Table 4: Neuronal inclusions in nuclei of HD hypothalami and adjacent regions.  
SCN SON PVN DBB/ 

NBM 
INF VMN DMN LH/ 

PFA 
NTL TMN SMA 

Type C I C I C I C I C I C I C I C I C I C I C I 
HD-1       

- -
      
+ -

      
+ -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
+

      
+

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

HD-2       
- -

      
- -

      
- -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
+

      
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

HD-3       
+ -

      
+ -

      
+ -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
+

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

HD-4       
- -

      
- -

      
+ -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
-

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

HD-5       
+ -

      
- -

      
- -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
+

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

HD-6       
- -

      
- -

      
+ -

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
-

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

HD-7       
+ -

      
+ -

      
- -

       
+

      
+

       
+

      
+

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
+

      
+

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

HD-8       
+ -

      
+ -

      
+ -

       
+

      
+

       
+

      
-

       
+

      
-

       
+ -

       
+

      
-

      
+

      
-

       
+

      
+

       
+ -

%
patients

50 0 50 0 63 0 100 25 100 25 100 13 100 0 100 25 75 13 100 75 100 0 

Legend: Type = type of neuronal inclusions; C = cytoplasmic inclusions (i.e. inclusions in dystrophic 
neurites); I = intranuclear inclusions; - = inclusions absent; + = inclusions present. The last row indicates, 
per structure, the percentage of HD patients who had neuronal inclusions of the specified type. SCN,
suprachiasmatic nucleus; SON, supraoptic nucleus; PVN, paraventricular nucleus; INF, infundibular 
nucleus; DBB, diagonal band of Broca; NBM, nucleus basalis of Meynert; VMN, ventromedial nucleus; 
DMN, dorsomedial nucleus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; PFA, perifornical area; NTL, lateral tuberal 
nucleus; TMN, tuberomamillary nucleus; SMA, supramamillary area. 

Table 3.4 neuronal inclusions in nuclei of hD hypothalami and adjacent regions.

• Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. 

Spearman’s  correlations (p-values) between post-mortem findings and other (clinical) disease 
parameters in HD patients. The only significant correlation was between the prefrontal cortex 
Hcrt-1 levels and Vonsattel et al.’s grade of neuropathological disease severity. Trends were 
visible for the relations between Hcrt-1 cell number and age of onset and between MCH cell 
number and disease duration. 

 Age at death Age of onset Disease duration Grade CAG repeat no. 
Hcrt-1 cell no. 0.452 (0.260) 0.643 (0.086) -0.096 (0.820) -0.482 (0.227) -0.429 (0.337) 
MCH cell no. -0.500 (0.391) -0.200 (0.747) -0.821 (0.089) -0.700 (0.188) 0.300 (0.624) 
Ventricular CSF 
Hcrt-1 levels 

-0.607 (0.148) -0.607 (0.148) -0.436 (0.328) -0.090 (0.848) 0.571 (0.180) 

Prefrontal cortex 
Hcrt-1 levels  

0.078 (0.760) -0.417 (0.265) 0.192 (0.620) -0.666 (0.004)* -0.179 (0.476) 

Spearman’s ρ correlations (p-values) between post-mortem findings and other (clinical) 
disease parameters in hD patients. The only significant correlation was between the 
prefrontal cortex hcrt-1 levels and Vonsattel et al.’s grade of neuropathological disease 
severity. trends were visible for the relations between hcrt-1 cell number and age of onset 
and between MCh cell number and disease duration.

Table 3.3 Correlations
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N-terminal huntingtin immunohistochemistry
using thionin staining for orientation, nine to ten sections were chosen so that large 
parts of the following hypothalamic (and adjacent) structures would be contained 
in at least two coronal cuts: the suprachiasmatic nucleus, the supraoptic nucleus, the 
paraventricular nucleus, the infundibular nucleus, the diagonal band of Broca, the 
nucleus basalis of Meynert, the ventromedial nucleus, the dorsomedial nucleus, the 
lateral hypothalamus/perifornical area, the tuberomamillary nucleus, the lateral tuberal 
nucleus and the supramamillary area (the supramamillary area was contained in only 
one coronal cut). These sections were stained with a monoclonal antibody against the 
n-terminus of human huntingtin (Chemicon, temecula, Ca; batch no. 5374) after 
pretreatment by boiling in citrate buffer (ph 6.0) for 20 minutes. The sections were 
processed according to the avidin-biotin complex method using diaminobenzidine-
nickel solution and counterstained with harris’s hematoxylin for nuclear staining.   

Figure 1: Representative photographs of hyocretin-1 and MCH IR neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of two
control subjects (A and C, #C-4 and #C-2 respectively) and two patients with HD (B and D, #HD-6 and #HD-1
respectively) with neuronal counts at or around the median (Table 1). The pictures were taken from slides with
the highest numbers of immunoreactive neurons. The illustrations show a modest reduction in the number of
hypocretin-1 IR neurons in the HD brain (A and B) while the number of MCH IR neurons is not significantly
affected (C and D). Scale bar 250 µm.

Representative photographs of hyocretin-1 and MCH IR neurons
representative photographs of hyocretin-1 and MCh Ir neurons in the lateral 
hypothalamus of two control subjects (a and C, #C-4 and #C-2 respectively) and two 
patients with hD (B and D, #hD-6 and #hD-1 respectively) with neuronal counts at 
or around the median (table 1). The pictures were taken from slides with the highest 
numbers of immunoreactive neurons. The illustrations show a modest reduction in the 
number of hypocretin-1 Ir neurons in the hD brain (a and B) while the number of MCh 
Ir neurons is not significantly affected (C and D). Scale bar 250 μm.

Figure 3.1
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Antibody specificity
The specificity of the hypocretin-1 antibody has been confirmed previously.28 to test the 
specificity of the MCh antibody, a dot blot was performed,29 adding a dilution of  1:1000 
anti-MCh onto 2% gelatin-coated nitrocellulose paper (0.1-μm pore size) containing 
different spots with 20 pmol MCh, hypocretin-1, somatostatin (1–14), somatostatin 
(1–28), galanin, MCh-1 receptor, β-lipotropin, substance-p, α-melanocyte-stimulating 
hormone, luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone, adrenocorticotropic hormone 
(1–39), neurotensin, oxytocin, corticotropin-releasing hormone , agouti-related protein 
(83–132), neuropeptide-y, growth hormone-releasing hormone (1– 40), arginine-
vasopressin, desacetylmelanocyte-stimulating hormone, neuropeptide eI, glycoprotein 
hormone receptor and cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript. The next day, 
the nitrocellulose sheet was incubated with secondary antibody, avidin-biotin peroxidase 
complex, and diaminobenzidinenickel solution to finish the staining. The only spot that 
showed staining was the one containing MCh. Specificity was further confirmed by 
the absence of staining in hypothalamic sections using antiserum preadsorbed with 
the human MCh peptide fixed overnight with 4% formaldehyde onto gelatin-coated 
nitrocellulose filter paper, 0.1 μm, and the presence of staining when preadsorbed with 
α-melanocyte-stimulating hormone peptide, which did not differ from unadsorbed 
serum.
 

Quantification of hypocretin-1 and MCH neuronal numbers 
an estimate of the total number of hypocretin-1 and MCh immunoreactive (Ir) cells was 
made using an image analysis system (Imagepro version 4.5, Media Cybernetics, Silver 
Spring) connected to a camera (JVC Ky-F553CCD) and plain objective microscope 
(Zeiss axioskop with plan-neOFLuar Zeiss objectives, Carl Zeiss Gmbh, Jena, 
Germany). In every section randomly selected fields, covering in total 15% of a manually 
outlined area containing all the hypocretin-1 or MCh Ir cells, were counted by the 
same person (naa) who was blinded to the diagnosis. each positively stained profile 
containing a nucleolus was counted.24 Calculation of the total number of hypocretin-1 
Ir neurons was performed by a conversion program based upon multiplication of the 
neuronal counts by sample frequency of the sections as described previously.30 Mean (± 
SD) number of sections quantified per subject was 10.2 ± 1.5 for hypocretin-1 and 11.5 
± 2.3 for MCh. The coefficient of variation (i.e. SD / mean x 100%) of this method 
was 3.4% for hypocretin-1 and 4.5 % for MCh (calculated by counting one complete 
control twice).

Hypocretin-1 measurements in cerebral cortex and CSF 
One gram of frozen prefrontal cortex was used for hypocretin-1 measurements (table 3.2). 
The most rostral part of the prefrontal cortex was chosen, as this cortical region is densely 
innervated by hypocretin neurons resulting in high hypocretin-1 concentrations.31 The 
tissue samples were boiled for 10 minutes in 10.0 ml of MilliQ water, cooled to room 
temperature, acidified using glacial acetic acid and hCl (final concentration: 1.0 M and 
20.0 mM respectively), homogenized and centrifuged. The supernatant was acidified 
again with an equal volume of 0.1% trifluoracetic acid and vacuum dried. Samples were 
resuspended in 500 μl of radioimmunoassay buffer and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 
10 minutes before measurements. Immediately after collection, ventricular CSF was 
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centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatant was stored at -80°C until 
hypocretin-1 levels were measured using a commercially available radioimmunoassay 
(phoenix pharmaceuticals, Belmont, uSa). all measurements were conducted in 
duplicate 100 μl aliquots in a single assay run. The detection limit was 50 pg/ml and 
intra-assay variability was less than 5%. We used a validated reference sample to adjust 
levels to previously reported values.24,25  

Assessment of neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions
The presence or absence of neuronal intranuclear inclusions and cytoplasmic inclusions 
(i.e. inclusions in dystrophic neurites) in the hypothalamic regions of interest were 
assessed by one of us (naa) at ×100 magnification.3 For each region two coronal sections 
were investigated. The percentage of hD patients who had either neuronal intranuclear 
or cytoplasmic inclusions of mutant huntingtin was calculated per structure (table 
3.4).

Distribution patterns
Distribution patterns of hypocretin-1 and MCh Ir neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of 
controls and hD patients. In order to present data from all subjects in the same diagrams, 
the individual distribution patterns were standardized in rostro-caudal direction for the 
anatomical distance between the point where the fornix abuts the paraventricular nucleus  
(black arrows; at the level of  line ‘a’ in the upper cartoon) and the fornicomamillary 
junction (grey arrows; at the level of line ‘B’ in the upper cartoon). This procedure was 
performed separately for the control and the hD group. In addition, local linear regression 
was used to fit curves to the standardized pooled data in order to clarify the underlying 
distribution patterns (kernel = Gaussian, bandwidth value = 1.0). note that the overall 
rostro-caudal dispersion of hypocretin-1 and MCh Ir neurons does not appear to be 
noticeably different between control and hD subjects. Upper cartoon: a schematic 
sagittal view of the hypothalamus; the paraventricular nucleus and the mamillary bodies 
are indicated in dark. Lower cartoon: a schematic coronal view of the hypothalamus 
midway between lines ‘a’ and ‘B’ in the upper cartoon; the perifornical area and the lateral 
hypothalamus are indicated in dark. hcrt-1, hypocretin-1; 3V, third ventricle; Fx, fornix; 
Lh, lateral hypothalamus; DM, dorsomedial nucleus; VM, ventromedial nucleus; tMn, 
tuberomamillary nucleus; InF, infundibular nucleus; Ot, optic tract.

Figure 3.2
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Statistics
all data are presented as medians (25th – 75th percentile). Differences between the groups 
were statistically evaluated by the Mann-Whitney u (MWu) test, the Wilcoxon signed 
rank (WSr) test or the χ2-test. Spearman’s ρ correlation test was performed to assess all 
correlations. Differences in clock time of death (circular parameter) between controls 
and patients with hD were tested with the Watson’s two-sample test of homogeneity.32 
tests were two-tailed and values of p < 0.05 were considered to be significant. Local 
linear regression was used to fit curves to the standardized pooled data (Figure 3.2).33

Results

Hypocretin-1 and MCH neurons in HD patients and controls, subject characteristics
There were no significant differences in age, sex, post-mortem delay, fixation time and 
clock time of death between the hD and the control group (all p ≥ 0.27 (table 3.1)).

Distribution of hypocretin-1- and MCH neurons
The intensity of hypocretin-1 and MCh immunostaining showed no obvious differences 
between the hD and the control group (Figure 3.1). hypocretin-1 Ir neurons 
were restricted to the perifornical region in the lateral hypothalamus as previously 
described.28 MCh Ir neurons were mainly confined to the same areas although they 
were more widely disseminated than hypocretin-1 Ir neurons. The first hypocretin-1 
Ir neurons emerged in the lateral hypothalamus at the junction of the fornix and the 
paraventricular nucleus and were followed by the first MCh Ir neurons. however, the 
rostro-caudal distance between the location of the first hypocretin-1 neurons and that 
of the first MCh neurons did not significantly differ from zero (either in patients (n = 
8) or controls (n = 8) or both groups combined (respective p-values by WSr test: 0.168, 
0.336 and 0.085)) (Figure 3.2). at subsequent levels the fornix was surrounded by both 
hypocretin-1 and MCh Ir cell bodies throughout its entire course up to the mamillary 
bodies. The number of hypocretin-1 Ir neurons peaked just before the fornicomamillary 

Figure 3: The total numbers of hypocretin-1 and MCH IR neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of control
subjects and HD patients. The total number of hypocretin-1 IR neurons is significantly decreased in HD, while
there is only a trend towards a reduction in the total number of MCH IR neurons (MWU-test: n = 16, p = 0.015
for Hcrt-1 and n = 11, p = 0.100 for MCH). Outliers (defined as data points which lie 1.5 times the interquartile
range below the first or above the third quartile) are symbolized by ‘ ’. Hcrt-1, hypocretin-1.
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The total numbers of hypocretin-1 and MCh 
Ir neurons in the lateral hypothalamus 
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only a trend towards a reduction in the total 
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range below the first or above the third 
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hypocretin-1.
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junction, whereas the peak number of MCh Ir neurons was seen after this junction in 
the supramamillary area (Figure 3.2); the rostro-caudal distance between the two peaks 
was calculated in each individual and was significantly larger than zero (all p ≤ 0.011 by 
WSr test, either in patients (1200 μm [1200-1800]) or controls (1500 μm [1200-2250]), 
or both groups combined (1200 μm [1200-1800]). 

Hypocretin-1 and MCH cell numbers
The total number of hypocretin-1 Ir neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of hD 
patients was significantly reduced by 30 % compared to values in matched controls 
(32,957 (24,987 – 42,449) vs. 53,058 (39,450 – 55,847); p = 0.015; Figure 3.3). as the 
available hypothalamic material of two controls and three hD patient (#C-4, #C-6 
and #hD-2, #hD-5 and #hD-8, respectively (table 3.1)) did not contain the caudal 
part of the MCh area, these cases were excluded from subsequent calculations of the 
total number of MCh Ir neurons. exclusion of these subjects did not alter group 
comparability. There was a trend towards a decrease in the total number of MCh Ir 
neurons in hD patients (hD: 76,987 (76,136 – 90,141); controls: 88,070 (82,798 – 
100,733); p = 0.100; Figure 3.3). 

Effects of age of onset, CAG repeat length, disease duration and Vonsattel et al’s grade 
on hypocretin-1 and MCH cell numbers in HD

There was a positive trend for the relation between age of onset of hD (defined as 
the age at which the clinical diagnosis was first made) and hypocretin-1 Ir neuronal 
numbers (r = 0.64, p = 0.086), but not MCh neuronal numbers (r = 0.21, p = 0.645). 
In hD patients, the total hypocretin-1 and MCh cell numbers were not significantly 
associated with either CaG repeat length, duration of illness or Vonsattel et al’s grades 
of neuropathological disease severity (table 3.3).4

Ventricular CSF hypocretin-1 content
The two groups were well matched for age, sex and post-mortem delay (all p > 0.80) 
(table 3.2). Furthermore, there were no significant correlations between these variables 
and hypocretin-1 CSF contents in hD patients, controls or the combined group (all p 

Figure 4: Compared to controls, hypocretin-1 levels were significantly lower in the prefrontal cortex of
HD patients (MWU-test: p = 0.025), but not in their CSF (MWU-test: p = 0.306). Hcrt-1, hypocretin-1.
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Hypocretin-1 levels in the prefrontal cortex
Compared to controls, hypocretin-1 levels were significantly lower in the prefrontal cortex 
of hD patients (MWu-test: p = 0.025), but not in their CSF (MWu-test: p = 0.306). 
hcrt-1, hypocretin-1.

Figure 3.4
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> 0.11). The CSF contents of hypocretin-1 was not different between hD patients and 
controls (hD: 481 pg/ml (422 – 536); controls: 549 pg/ml (409 – 631); p = 0.306, Figure 
3.4), nor was there a significant correlation between the hypocretin cell counts and CSF 
levels in the 8 subjects (7 hD patients and 1 control) in whom both measurements were 
available (r = -0.238; p = 0.570). There were no significant correlations between CSF 
hypocretin-1 levels and other (clinical) disease parameters (table 3.3).

Hypocretin-1 concentration in prefrontal cortex 
The two groups did not differ with respect to gender, but the hD group was 
significantly younger (p = 0.034) (table 3.2). however, hypocretin-1 concentrations 
were not significantly correlated with age (either in hD patients, controls, or the 
combined groups (all p ≥ 0.37)). hypocretin-1 concentration in controls was 676.6 
(467.5 – 883.9) pg/gram of wet brain tissue, which is comparable to previously reported 
values.25 Compared to controls mean hypocretin-1 cortical levels were 33% lower in 
adult hD patients (416.4 pg/g (295.8 – 629.4); p = 0.025). Furthermore, the prefrontal 
hypocretin-1 levels in these patients were significantly associated with the Vonsattel et 
al’s grades (r = -0.666, p = 0.004), but not with other (clinical) disease parameters (table 
3.3). The patient with infantile hD had the highest levels of cortical hypocretin among 
all the hD patients studied (table 3.2). Since the prefrontal tissues belonged to subjects 
whose hypocretin cell counts were unavailable, we could not relate the prefrontal cortex 
levels of hypocretin-1 to the hypocretin cell counts.

Neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions in HD hypothalami
n-terminal huntingtin-positive neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions were 
observed in all hD hypothalami (Figure 3.5). Cytoplasmic inclusions were far more 
abundant than intranuclear inclusions which were seen only sporadically. Intranuclear 
inclusions were most consistently observed in the neurons of the tuberomamillary 
nucleus. The hD inclusions were not uniformly distributed among the various 
hypothalamic and adjacent structures (table 3.4). Only in relatively few patients 
cytoplasmic inclusions were present in the most rostral hypothalamic structures (i.e. 
the suprachiasmatic, the supraoptic, and the paraventricular nuclei), while intranuclear 
inclusions could not be detected at all in these areas.   

Figure 3.5
Huntingtin inclusions
examples of neuronal 
intranuclear (arrow) and 
cytoplasmic (arrowheads) 
inclusions of mutant 
huntingtin in the 
tuberomamillary nucleus 
of one hD patient (#hD-7; 
obj. ×60 oil).
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Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate a significant reduction by about 30% in the total 
number of hypocretin-1 neurons in the lateral hypothalamus of hD patients. This 
decrease appears to be relatively specific as the total number of MCh neurons was not 
significantly altered. hypocretin-1 levels in the prefrontal cortex were reduced to the 
same extent, but ventricular CSF levels were unchanged.  Furthermore, we describe 
the distribution of intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions of mutant huntingtin in 
the lateral hypothalamus and various other hypothalamic and adjacent structures in 
patients with hD. 

recently the density of hypocretin-1 neurons was assessed in single coronal sections 
from the lateral hypothalamus of hD patients and found to be decreased.17 however, 
cell density is subject to substantial variation depending on both the rostro-caudal 
level of the sections (Figure 3.2) and the cutting direction. Therefore, in this study 
we systematically counted the total number of hypocretin-1 expressing neurons and 
were able to unequivocally confirm a significant but moderate decrease in the number 
of these neurons in hD patients. a positive trend was also visible for the relation 
between hypocretin-1 cell number and age of onset in hD patients paralleling findings 
by Kremer et al.7 who found an association between neuronal numbers in the lateral 
tuberal nucleus and age of onset in hD. 

We corroborated the specificity of the reduction in hypocretin-1 neuronal numbers by 
assessing the total number of MCh neurons as well. Since the reduction in hypocretin-1 
neuronal numbers was more pronounced than that in MCh neuronal numbers, 
hypocretin neurons appear to be more vulnerable to the pathogenic mechanisms 
underlying hD. Interestingly, a recent study in rat hypothalamic slice cultures showed 
that 24-hours of incubation with n-methyl-D-aspartate (nMDa) resulted in a marked 
decrease in the number of hypocretin-1 neurons, whereas MCh neurons in the same 
cultures were relatively spared.34 Moreover, examinations of the effects of several 
endogenous glutamate receptor agonists highlighted quinolinic acid as an endogenous 
excitotoxin that could cause selective loss of hypocretin-1 neurons as compared to 
MCh neurons by activating nMDa receptors.34 Therefore, nMDa receptor-mediated 
excitotoxicity could be involved in the greater susceptibility of hypocretin-1 neurons in 
hD patients, a pathomechanism that has also been proposed for the massive neuronal 
loss in the lateral tuberal nucleus of these patients.7 

to further assess hypocretin neurotransmission in hD, we also examined hypocretin-1 
contents in the prefrontal cortex and ventricular CSF. Whereas the mean levels 
of hypocretin-1 were about 30% lower in the prefrontal cortex of hD subjects and 
correlated with Vonsattel et al’s grades, ventricular CSF hypocretin-1 contents did 
not differ between patients and controls. The latter finding is in accordance with four 
recent papers that reported normal hypocretin-1 concentrations in the CSF of hD 
patients.28,20-22 The apparent discrepancy between the findings in the CSF and those in 
the hypothalamus and the prefrontal cortex of hD patients could be accounted for by 
the fact that a mean reduction of approximately 30% in the number of hypocretin-1 
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neurons is probably not large enough to be reflected in the CSF.20-22 This assumption is 
supported by the fact that a reduction by half in the number of hypocretin neurons in 
pD patients only causes a 25% decrease in hypocretin-1 levels in the ventricular CSF.24 
accordingly, rat studies indicate that a 73% decline in hypocretin neuronal numbers is 
needed to decrease CSF hypocretin-1 levels by half.35 yet another possibility is impaired 
clearance of hypocretin-1 from the CSF in hD. 

So far, hypocretin signalling has been studied in two animal models of hD. The r6/2 
mouse model is reported to have a loss of more than 70% in both hypocretin-1 expressing 
neurons and hypocretin-1 CSF levels, whereas the yaC128 mouse model exhibits a 
reduction of 10% in the number of hypocretin-1 neurons. Moreover, r6/2 mice are 
reported to have a loss of almost 40% in the number of MCh expressing neurons 
while their hypothalamic MCh levels are reduced by nearly 60%.19 The discrepancy 
between our findings and those from these transgenic mice could be accounted for by 
the existence of several confounding variables. First, these transgenic mouse models 
have very large CaG repeat expansions (> 120 repeats) and resemble juvenile hD more 
than the adult form of the disease.36 an intriguing possibility is thus that juvenile hD 
patients might indeed exhibit more extensive pathology of the hypocretin system. In 
this study, we could measure hypocretin-1 levels in the prefrontal cortex of only one 
juvenile hD patient (table 3.2). Surprisingly, this case appeared to have the highest 
levels of cortical hypocretin among all the hD patients studied. This finding may, 
however, be due to the stronger cortical atrophy that accompanies the juvenile variant 
of hD compared to the adult form of the disease.26 Second, the mild reduction in 
hypocretin in the yaC128 mice may be due to the fact that these mice, unlike the 
r6/2 mice and several human patients, were not (close to) end stage at the time of 
assessment (i.e. 12 months). Thus, several variables may confound the comparisons 
between various animal models and the human condition and should, therefore, be 
taken into consideration when comparing animal and human data.

hypocretin deficiency is the primary pathophysiological cause of narcolepsy, a sleep-
wake disorder characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness and reM-sleep dissociation 
phenomena such as cataplexy, i.e. a sudden weakening of posture muscle tone usually 
triggered by emotion.37 although r6/2 mice exhibit episodes of behavioural arrest 
closely resembling those seen in hypocretin knock-out mice and transgenic mice 
with specific ablation of hypocretin-containing neurons,38,39 it remains to be shown 
whether the modest decrease of hypocretin-1 signalling in adult hD patients could 
contribute to clinical symptoms, particularly sleep disturbances.40 unfortunately, due 
to the retrospective nature of our study we could not relate our post-mortem findings 
to clinical signs and symptoms. This stresses the need for systematic post-mortem brain 
tissue collection of clinically well-documented patients for future neuropathological 
studies. 

In this report we also present an estimation of the total number of MCh neurons in 
the human brain and their relative distribution with respect to hypocretin-1 neurons. 
Our results confirm those from a recent study41 and suggest that MCh neurons are 
indeed more abundant in the human hypothalamus and have a wider rostro-caudal 
distribution than hypocretin-1 neurons, which is also in accordance with findings in 
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rodents.42,43 even though MCh and hypocretin-1 neurons start to appear at about 
the same level rostrally, MCh neurons are relatively more abundant in the posterior 
hypothalamus. Whether this finding could be accounted for by the existence of several 
distinct MCh subpopulations along the rostro-caudal axis as opposed to a more 
homogenous hypocretin population42,43 remains to be elucidated. as we could not find 
a clear reduction in the number of MCh neurons in hD patients, alterations in MCh 
levels are unlikely to have clinical implications in hD.

In this study we have assessed neuronal numbers by counting immunopositive 
neurons by means of a technique that has been validated and applied previously.24,28,41 
It should be stressed that it is in principle impossible to distinguish the loss of an 
immunocytochemical neuronal marker from the loss of the neurons in a heterogeneous 
and anatomically loosely defined brain structure such as the lateral hypothalamus. 
 
Interestingly, neuronal intranuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions were not uniformly 
present in various hypothalamic and adjacent structures in hD patients. This finding 
may indicate that various hypothalamic nuclei are differentially affected by inclusion 
formation despite their close anatomical juxtaposition in the hypothalamus. elucidation 
of the underlying mechanisms of this heterogeneity may lead to better understanding of 
why certain neuronal populations are more susceptible to hD pathology than others.

In conclusion, we found a specific reduction by about 30% in hypocretin signalling in 
patients with hD. It remains to be shown whether this moderate decrease in hypocretin 
signalling could contribute to clinical symptoms. as MCh cell number was not clearly 
affected in hD patients, alterations in MCh neurotransmission are unlikely to have 
clinical effects in hD. 
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